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UNIVALENT LOGHARMONIC RING MAPPINGS

ZAYID ABDULHADI, WALTER HENGARTNER, AND JAN SZYNAL

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Univalent logharmonic ring mappings are characterized in terms of

univalent starlike mappings. An existence and uniqueness theorem is also given.

1. Introduction

Let D be a domain of C and denote by H(D) the set of all analytic functions
on D. A logharmonic mapping is a solution of the nonlinear elliptic partial

differential equation

(1.1) h=(aj/f)fz,

where the second dilatation function a is in H(D) and \a(z)\ < 1 for all
z £ D. If f does not vanish in D, then / is of the form

f = HG,

where H and G are locally analytic (possibly multivalued) functions on D.

On the other hand, if / vanishes at z0 but is not identically zero, then /
admits the local representation

f(z) = (z-zo)m\z-zo\2l>h(z)glT)

where m £ N, Refi>-m/2, and h and g are analytic in a neighbourhood

of z0 (see, e.g., [1]).
Univalent logharmonic mappings defined on the unit disk U have been stud-

ied in [1, 2].
In this paper we investigate the family $fr of all univalent logharmonic map-

pings which map an annulus A(r, 1) = {z : r < \z\ < 1}, 0 < r < 1, onto

an annulus A(R, I) for some R £ [0, 1) and which satisfy the condition

IH f\z\=pdaT&f(Pe") = 1 for all p G (r, 1). The last condition says that the

outer boundary corresponds to the outer boundary. We call an element f £sfr

a univalent logharmonic ring mapping.
If a = 0, then R - r and f(z) = e'az, a £ R, are the only mappings in

sfr • In the case of univalent harmonic mappings from A(r, 1) onto A(R, 1)

it is possible that R = 0; for example, [1/(1 - r2)][z - r2fz] has this property.

However, Nitsche [11] has shown that there is an Ro(r) < I such that there is
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no univalent harmonic mapping from A(r, 1) onto A(R, 1) whenever Rq <

R<1.
There is no univalent logharmonic mappings from A(r, 1), 0 < r < 1, onto

.4(0, 1). This is a direct consequence of (2.1) in our Theorem 2.1. But, on the
other hand, we have for R neither a positive lower bound nor a uniform upper

bound strictly less than one. Indeed, f(z) = z\z\2p*, Rep1 > -\ , is univalent

on A(r, 1) and its image is A(rx+2Re^ , 1).

Unlike the case of univalent harmonic mappings, univalent logharmonic ring

mappings need not have a continuous extension onto the closure of A(r, 1).
Indeed, _

f(z) = z(z-l)/(l-z)

is a univalent logharmonic ring mapping from A(\, 1) onto itself whose cluster

sets on the outer boundary are C(f, e'') = {-1} , if z = eil, 0 < t < 2n, and

C(f,l) = {w;\w\ = l}.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 give a complete characterization of univalent loghar-

monic mappings in s/r. It turns out that these are exactly the mappings of the
form

where Rey > 0, tp £ H(A(r, 1)), and where p(z) = ztp'(z)/tp(z) = 1 +

J2kez\{o\Pkzk satisfies Rep(z) > 0 on A(r, 1). It follows that functions in

srfr map concentric circles onto concentric circles. Such a question was raised by

Nitsche [ 12] for univalent harmonic ring mappings and was negatively answered
in [6].

Theorem 2.3 is an existence and uniqueness result for a fixed given dilatation

function a. This is possible, since the cluster set of a boundary point of A(r, 1)

is either a singleton or an interval on the circle \w\ = R (resp. \w\ = 1).

We shall use the following notation. Denote by &r the class

&T = \ p£H(A(r, l));Rep >0 on A(r, 1) and

(1.2) -—: <p      p(z)— = 1 and for some p £ (r, l)\ .
2nifA=p z J

This class has been studied by several authors, for example, in [3, 7-10, 13].

In particular, mappings in 3Pr can be represented by the generalized Herglotz

formula

(1.3) p(z)= f p*(ze-")dp(t)+ f p*(J—\dv(t)-l
J-it J-n        xze      '

where

(1-4) />*(*) = j^ + 2£^(z*-z-')

and where p and v are probability measures on the Borel rj-algebra over

[-7t, n). Note that (1.3) reduces to the classical Herglotz formula if r = 0.

The mapping p* is univalent on A(r, 1) and maps A(r, 1) onto the right half-

plane cut along a vertical slit, which lies on {w ; Re w = 1} and is bisected by
the real axis.
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Let S*(r, I) be the set of all univalent analytic functions tp on A(r, 1)

having the properties:

(i) p(z) = ztp'(z)/(p(z)£H(A(r,l)),

(ii) Rep(z) >0 on A(r, 1).

The condition of (p to be univalent can be replaced by the property p(z) =

1 + '52k€Z\{o\Pkzk • ^0T completeness we give a short proof.

Lemma 1.1.  q>£S*(r,l) if and only if p(z) — ztp'(z)/'tp(z) £ 3Pr.

Proof. If tp £ S*(r, 1), it is sufficient to show that po = 1. Indeed, we have

for pG(r, 1)

1     f      ztp'(z)dz       If,        ,    it,     .
Po = ^—-f ,\  — = =- f      dargtp(pe") = l.

2ni fA=p   q>(z)    z       2n fA=p

Next, suppose that p(z) = ztp'(z)/(p(z) = 1 + zZk€Z\{0}Pkzk e H(^(r, I)) and

that Rep(z) > 0 on A(r, 1). Then tp £ H(A(r, 1)). We show that tp is
univalent on A(r, 1). Fix p £ (r, 1). Since Rep(z) > 0 on A(r, 1) and

Po = 1, we have

— <p      d arg ztp'(z) = — I      dargtp(z) =p0 = 1.
2n J\z\=p 2x J\z\=p

Moreover, we conclude from the relation

d arzf(pelt) _„J pe"tp'(peu) \

dt -Ke\    tp(pe«)    />U

that tp is univalent on {z : \z\ = p) and that Tp = {w : w = q>(peil);
0 < t < 2n) is a simple closed strictly starlike curve winding once around

the origin. Finally, for r < px < p2 < 1, we have TPl P\TPl = z. Indeed,

tp(px < \z\ < p2) has to be a bounded domain. Therefore, tp is univalent on

{z : px < \z\ < p2} for all r < px < p2 < 1 and, hence, also on A(r, 1).

Let / be in sir. Then F(Q = logf(e^) is a univalent harmonic mapping

from the vertical strip JS^ = {C:-c<ReC<0}, c = -lnr, onto the vertical

strip S-iogK • Furthermore, F is a solution of the elliptic partial differential

equation

(1.5) F^ = aF[,

where the second dilatation function a satisfies

(1.6) a£H(<9c), \a\<l, and a(C + 2ni) = a(Q on SPC.

Such mappings F appear in a natural way in studying the nonparametric

minimal surfaces over a vertical strip whose normal directions are periodic.

(For more details see [4, 12].)
Suppose now that a satisfies (1.6) and that F = U + iV is a univalent solu-

tion of (1.5) which maps 5^c onto J/^ for some d > 0 such that

limiT0 U(k + in) = 0 and lim{i_c U(£ + in) = —d. We show in Theorem 3.1

that there is a S > 0 such that the function f(z) = exp[^F(logz)] belongs

to sfr.
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In what follows we shall frequently use the expression \z\2P . We always take

the branch corresponding to l2^ = 1.

2. Logharmonic ring mappings

We start with a characterization of univalent logharmonic ring mappings.

Theorem 2.1. A function f belongs to s/r if and only if

(2.1) f(z) = z\z\2f>h(z)/hlT),

where

(a) h£H(A(r, 1)) and 0 £ h(A(r, 1));
(b) Re(zh'(z)/h(z)) > -1/2 on A(r, 1);

(c) &J\z\=PdaiSh(z) = 0> r<p<l;

(d) Rej3>-l/2.

In particular, functions belonging to stfr map concentric circles onto concen-

tric circles.

Proof. Let f £ srfr, and suppose that f(A(r, 1)) = A(R, 1). Then we have

f(z) = H(z)G(z) where H and G are locally analytic (possibly multivalued)

functions on A(r, 1). Furthermore, because f(z) ^0 on A(r, 1), the func-

tions _

£-£-*>**.      f = § = !>*<
J k€Z J k€Z

are analytic on A(r, 1). By integration and exponentiation we get formally

f(z) = za-x^h(z)gjz)

where h and g belong to H(A(r, 1)) and satisfy

(2.2) — f     d argh(z) = — i      dargg(z) = 0
2n J\z\=p 2n J\z\=p

for all p £ (r, 1). Therefore, the conditions (a) and (c) hold.

The identity f(ze2ni) = f(z) implies that ff2jti(«_i-ft_i) = i an(j that a_, -

b-X = n £ Z . So far, we have the representation

f(z) = zn\z\2Ph(z)gJz),        n£Z,  fS = b7x.

Since

(2.3) |/iI||z|=r = i?/r«+2R^   and   |Ay||rh, = 1,

we conclude that hg = elazm , a £&, m £ Z . But (2.2) shows that m — 0,

and we are lead to the representation

f(z) = eiaz"\z\2p-^=L,        h£H(A(r,l)).
h(z)

Finally, we have

(2.4) 1 = ®      dargf(z) = n+ 2 f      dargh(z) = n
J\z\=p J\Z\=P
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for all p £ (r, I), from which it follows that n = 1. Replacing h(z) by
e~lal2h(z), we get the representation formula

f(z) = z\z\2fih(z)/h(T).

The relation (2.1) implies that \f(rew)\ = R = rx+2Re^, and the relation

ReyS = (l/2)[(logR)/logr- 1] > -1/2 shows that (d) holds. In order to prove

(b), first observe that \f(z)\\z\=p = p1+2KeP , p g (r, 1). Since / is univalent

on A(r, 1) and §,,    dargf(z) = 1, we get for z = pe" £ A(r, 1)

(2.5)
0 arg f(pe")     ,(.zfz     .zfT\ ( zfz     zfY\---= Im^iT -*Tj=Re^— -Tj

and (b) is proved. The necessity part is established.

Conversely, assume that f(z) = z\z\2^h(z)/h(z) and that the conditions (a)-

(d) are satisfied. We have to prove that / is a univalent logharmonic mapping

from A(r, 1) onto A(R, 1) for some R £ (0, 1) and that i.dargf(z) = 1

for all p G (r, 1). First of all, we see that / maps any circle {\z\ = p},

p £ (r, 1), into the circle {|iu| = pl+2Re^} . Let us show that / is a solution

of (1.1). By (2.1), we have

JjfJ       J-zh'/h
a-fJf-l+P + zh'/hGH{A{r>l))>

and, since Re/? > -1/2 and Re(zh'(z)/h(z)) > -1/2 on A(r, 1), elementary

calculations show that \a\ < 1 on A(r, 1). Next, we show that / is univalent

on A(r, 1). Using the relation (2.5) and condition (b), we conclude that each

circle {z : \z\ — p], p £ (r, 1), is mapped monotonically onto the circle

{w : \w\ = p1+2Re^}, and, from condition (c), we deduce that f is univalent

in A(r, 1) and that §,. dargf — 1. Therefore, /ej/,. This completes the

proof.

Another version of Theorem 2.1 is the following representation.

Theorem 2.2. A function f is in srfr if and only if it is of the form

M-$k#)-
where Re y > 0 and tp £ S*(r, 1).

Proof. Let / be in s>fr. Then, by Theorem 2.1, we have

f(z) = z\z\2Ph(z)/hJT),

where Rep1 > -1/2, Re(zh'(z)/h(z)) > -1/2 on A(r, I),and Jjz|=/)<iarg/z(z)

= 0 for all p £ (r, 1). Put tp(z) = zh2(z). It follows that

(2 7) f(z) = zlzl2"^- = (l^l\z\2^x) = (^\z\A{i.n     j{Z)   z\z\ |A(z)(2   yW{z)^\    )   [lip{z)]\z\ )>
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where Re y > 0. On the other hand, we have

(2.8) Re(ztp'(z)/tp(z)) = 1 +2Re(zh'(z)/h(z)) > 0

for all z G A(r, 1). Moreover, putting p(z) = ztp'(z)/tp(z) we get

1     f      P(z)  , 1    I      <p'(z) 1   /       , . ,
Po = T-r*      ^-Ldz = 1— i>      ^-^-dz = — i>      dargtp(z)

,   _. 2ni M=p   z 2ni ->\z\=p ?(z) 2n M=p

^     ' 1   f
= l + - <b      dargh(z) = I,

71 J\z\=p

which implies (Lemma 1.1) that tp £ S*(r, 1).

Conversely, let / = |z|2),^/|^|, Rey > 0, and tp £ S*(r, 1). We have

to show that h(z) — sjtp(z)/z can be defined as a single-valued function on

A(r, 1). Observe first that

By (2.9), we have

— *      dargh = =\   =- <f>      dargtp   - 1 \ = -^—— = 0.
2n fA=p 2 \ \2n fA=p \       ) 2

Therefore, we can define logh and, hence, also h as an analytic function on

A(r, I). Evidently, h does not vanish on A(r, 1); so we have shown properties

(a) and (c) of h in Theorem 2.1. The properties (b) and (d) of h and the form

(2.1) of / follow from the relations (2.7) and (2.8). Finally, we apply Theorem

2.1 and the proof is complete.

For the next result, we fix the second dilatation function a £ H(A(r, 1)),

\a(z)\< 1 for all z £ A(r, I).

Theorem 2.3. For a given a £ H(A(r, I)), \a(z)\ < 1 for all z £ A(r, 1) and

for a given zo £ A(r, 1), there exists one and only one univalent solution f of

(1.1) in s/r such that f(z0) > 0.

Remark. Theorem 2.3 is not true for univalent harmonic ring mappings (see [6,

Theorem 7.3]).
In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. There exists a /? depending on a such that Rep1 > -1/2 and

Jo 1 + a(pe")

for all p £ (r, 1).

Proof. Observe that / does not depend on p since the integrand is analytic on

A(r, 1). Furthermore (writing a(pe") = a), the condition

(2.10) I=[*li-\'r-0a-a + tf-fi\*rdt = o
Jo |l+a|2

is satisfied for

no     ( f2nRea + \a\2  , \ f f2n l-\a\2 , V*
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and
JI + 2Re0)   f2«lrna

2?i        Jo    \l+a\2

Furthermore, we have

( f2n l-\a\2 ,YX
l+2ReP = 2n\        „    ' '  dt]     >0,

\Jo    |l+«l2    J

and the lemma is shown.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider the function

,. ( ffi-(l + fi)a(z)  , \
»{*) = «* [J      z{l+a{z))     dz),

where ft is defined in Lemma 2.4. Since

1   I     a      ut ^       l   I      ~P ~ (\ + P)a(z) ,        I      .
=-f      d&rgh(z) = — <b \     y ; ;^z = — = 0,
27rjrjz|=/, 27ri.7|z|=/,     z(l+a(z)) 2?r

it follows that /z G H(A(r, 1)) and that

This implies that Re(zh'(z)/h(z)) > -1/2 on A(r, 1). Applying Theorem 2.1,

we conclude that the function / defined by

f(z) = z\z\2»h(z)/W)

belongs to s>fr and is a solution of (1.1). Finally, take

f(z) = (7(z7)/\f(zo)\)f(z),

and the proof of the existence is established.

We now show the uniqueness of the mapping. Suppose that fx and f2 are
two solutions of (1.1) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.3.

First, we show that fx (zn) = f2(zo), which implies that Re ft is unique, since

/i(zo) = /2(z0) = r1+2R^.

Suppose that the contrary holds. Put

47z4 = |zo|2Re(*-ft)=5>0   and   <p(z)=5.4t4.
J2(Zq) f\(z)

The function <P is again a nonconstant solution of (1.1) with respect to the same

dilatation function a and is hence an orientation-preserving open mapping.

We have |<P(pe")| = (p/\z0\)2Re{fi2'pl) for all p G (r, 1). With no loss of

generality, we may assume that Re(/?2 - P\) > 0; if not, consider 1/<P. Then

we have |0(e'')| > 1 and |0(re")| < 1 ■ Choose r < px < p2 < 1 such that

|<J>(pie")| < 1 and |0(p2e")| > 1 . Then, by the argument principle, we have

J = ^-i      darg(<t>(z)-l)-^-l       darg(Q>(z)-l)>l,
2n fA=P2 2n J]A=pl
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since px < \zq\ < p2 and O(z0) = 1. On the other hand,

±-l       darg(fx)-±-<f       darg(fx) = 0
111  J\Z\=P2 IU  J\Z\=PI

and, therefore,

J = — i       darg(sf2 -/,)- — i       darg(sf2 - A) ■
2n f\A=Pl 2n fiA=Pl

Since, for |zn| ^ p,

s\fi(pe'l)\ - \fdpeil)\ = Pl+2Re{^ l(^) -lJ/O,

we conclude that 7 = 0, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, /i(z0) =

f2(z0), which implies that \<p\ = 1 on ^4(r, 1) and O(z0) = 1. Since O is
a solution of (1.1) but is not an open mapping, it follows that O = 1, and,

therefore, A = f2.

The next result gives an algebraic structure of the class srfr.

Theorem 2.5. The family j# is "logarithmically convex", i.e., if A , f2 £ s/r,

then F = fxxfx~k £ srfr for all X £ (0, 1).

Proof. Let tpj, j = 1, 2, be the univalent starlike mappings defined in

Theorem 2.2 corresponding to f, j = 1,2. Then the functions Pj(z) =

ztp'f(z)/tpj(z) belong to £PT. Since p = Xpx + (1 - X)p2 has the same prop-

erty, we conclude from Lemma 1.1 that tp = (p\tp\~x £ S*(r, 1). Finally, by

Theorem 2.2, we have

f(z) - fkz)- fx~x(z) - ( 9^ \=\2Uv<+n-i-)v>)\ - (lilL\z\2y\J(z)-f(z)  J2     (z)-^(z)||z| )-{\<p(z)r   )

for all z G A(r, 1), and, therefore, / belongs to stfr.

3. Univalent harmonic strip mappings with periodic dilatations

Denote by S?c the vertical strip {£; -c < Re C < 0} , ( = £ + in, and let

l,c be the set of all univalent harmonic and orientation-preserving mappings

F = U + iV from S?c onto S?d for some d > 0 such that lim,*To U(£ + in) = 0
and lim^..,- U(£ + it]) = -d. It follows that U(Q - d£/c and that there is an
a £ H(S?c) > |o| < 1 on 5^c, such that F is a solution of the elliptic partial

differential equation

(3.1) Fj = aFr.

Furthermore, F admits the representation

,3.2, f({)=f[e + ,-ta/i^.

Indeed, (3.1) is equivalent to the equation

l Vr =-Ur .
;      1 +a   ;
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Let !FC be the set of all mappings F which are of the form (3.2). First, we

observe that each F £ &c is univalent harmonic and orientation-preserving on

Sfc. Evidently, F is harmonic, and we conclude from

-=-    d      a                       d      1
FT- - •-    and   Fr = - • -;-

£     c   1 +a 4     c   l+a

that T7 is a solution of (3.1) and, therefore, is orientation-preserving. The

univalence of F follows from the fact that the vertical lines {( : Re£ = &},

£0 G (~c, 0), are mapped into the vertical lines {w : Rew = d^o/c} and that

|=Re^>0onyc.

There are mappings in ^ which do not belong to zZc. For instance,

F(Q = Z-l-e2»sin(2l;)

belongs to j^/2 but not to 2^/2 ■ Indeed, F is of the form (3.2) with

1 -j. ie~2's

flW = 1 _ ie-2is»       s€^,2,

and

F(Sfnj2) = {w ; -re/2 < Rew < 0 and Imw > 0}

is not a vertical strip. On the other hand, by similar arguments as in [5, Theorem

2.7], Zc is dense in ^ with respect to the topology of the locally uniform

convergence.

Suppose now that a satisfies the periodicity condition

o(C + 2ni) = a(Q,        C in S"c.

Then (3.2) defines a univalent solution of (3.1), which maps 5?c into J/^ . Let

us show that F = U + iV £ 2)c, i.e., that F maps 5^c onto ^. Indeed,

F(C + 2ni) is also a univalent solution of (3.1), and, since

A ri+2ni j _    /„■>

F« + 2.0-/(O-fll-j[       t^A

is not an open mapping, it follows that

(3.3) F(C + 2ni) s F({) + iS   onS?c

for some 3 £ 3?. The univalence of F and the property dV/dn > 0 imply

that 3 > 0, from which we conclude that the vertical lines {£ : Re£ = £0},

£0 G (-c, 0), are mapped onto the vertical lines {w : Rew = d^o/c} .

Summarizing we have shown:

Theorem 3.1. Let a £ H(5^c), \a\ < 1, and a(C + 2ni) = a(Q on S?c. Then
(3.2) defines a univalent solution F o/(3.1) which belongs to Zc. Furthermore,

any solution o/(3.1) which belongs to Xc is of the form (3.2), and there is a

8 > 0 such that (3.3) holds.

Define

zZc>^ = {F£lc; fl(C + 2*0 = a(Q on ^c}.
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For F G Xc>5s, consider the mapping

(3.4) /(z) = exp  ^F(logz)   ,

where 8 is defined in (3.3). Then / is a univalent and logharmonic mapping

on A(e~c, 1) and belongs to the class s/r, r = e~c. Conversely, if / G s/r

then F(Q = logf(e1') £ zZc,^>, c = -logr. It is easy to transfer results from

one class to the other. For instance, we may get a second proof of the existence

in Theorem 2.3 as follows:
Let ax £ H(A(r, 1)), |a)| < 1 on A(r, 1), and let zq £ A(r, 1) be given.

Put a(s) = ax(es), and let F be defined by (3.2) and / by (3.4). Then

(/(zo)/l/(zo)l) ' f is the desired solution.
Observe that Xc ̂  and srfr are not compact families with respect to the

topology of locally uniform convergence. However, we may still estimate some

functionals over the classes 1ZC^> and srfr, since £Pr is compact. For instance,

the problem

M(p,r)=    max    \ max  < |arge~"/(pe")|mod27r I I r<p<l,
feS"(r,l){0<t<2n   [' J J

has been solved in [3]. Using Theorem 2.2, we get immediately that

\arge-uf(pe")\mod2n < M(r, ^>) + 2|Imy|ln/>

for all f£S/r.
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